Hemming Towel with Woven Band

- Weave a band 11cm/4-1/4” long.
- I serge the ends of my woven fabric once it is taken off the loom. Zig-zag stitch is fine too. Don’t bother to serge each individual towel because that is too time consuming.
- Wash the entire length of fabric in a washing machine on gentle cycle. Since this particular towel had a red yarn, I threw a ColorCatcher® sheet into the wash to prevent color running.

- Fold the first half of your hem in and press with an iron.
- Fold the second half of your hem in and press with an iron.
- Position the band in the center of the towel with the band ends tucked under the hem. Secure with a straight pin.
- Press with an iron.
- Secure the entire hem with straight pins.
- Press with an iron.
- Machine or hand stitch

A neatly sewn hanging tab ... the Swedish way!